
Welcome to...



FILM NOIR



TODAY’S 
MOVIE IS…
•





Roger Ebert

• “Fargo” begins with an absolutely dead-on familiarity with 
smalltown life in the frigid winter landscape of Minnesota 
and North Dakota.

• Then it rotates its story through satire, comedy, suspense 

and violence, until it emerges as one of the 
best films I've ever seen.



To watch it is to experience 
steadily mounting delight, as you 
realize the filmmakers have taken 
enormous risks, gotten away with 
them and made a movie that is 
completely original, and as 
familiar as an old shoe - or a 
rubbersoled hunting boot from 
Land's End, more likely.



Frances McDormand should have 
a lock on an Academy Award
nomination with this 
performance, which is true in 
every individual moment, and yet 
slyly, quietly, over the top in its 
cumulative effect. 



They (the Coen brothers) have 
elevated reality into a human 
comedy - into the kind of movie 
that makes us hug ourselves with 
the way it pulls off one 
improbable scene after another. 
Films like “Fargo” are why I love 
the movies.



Siskel and Ebert

•“There won’t be a better film 
than this all year!”



“Fargo” as a “White Noir”

• The film “Fargo,” directed by the Coen brothers is a “white 
noir” which plays with the conventional standards of classic 
noir. The Coen brothers developed “Fargo” as a “white 
noir” to change the understanding of film noir and expand 
on the accepted classical noir.

• “Fargo” can be considered a “white noir” for many 
different reasons.



The opening of the movie as well 
as the setting has a lot to do with 
this film being considered a “white 
noir.” The opening scene sets the 
tone of the “white noir” and 
through this we see how the Coen 
brothers manipulated the classic 
noir attributes and flipped them 
on their head.



The Coen brothers used white in 
their film much like the classic noir 
directors used black to outline their 
shots.



. They used almost an 
opposite chiaroscuro lighting*, 
by using the openness of the 
land which was caked in white 
snow, giving you the feeling of 
hopelessness and emptiness.

*Chiaroscuro , in art, is the use of strong 

contrasts between light and dark, usually 
bold contrasts affecting a whole 
composition



. Rather than using cramped city 
streets and small alleyways the 
Coen brothers used the open 
landscape and the white snow to 
create a different type of 
world. The open landscape with 
cold weather and a snowy climate 
lends a similar feel to that of 
classic noir in that it seems to 
entrap people.



The Coen brothers construed a 
film which took the classic noir 
feel and use of lightening and 
completely turned it on its head 
while still arousing similar 
emotions and feelings.



“Fargo” can most definitely be 
defined as a “white noir.” The 
mystery of the story as well as 
the characters all feels noir-
esque, however, the use of the 
snowy white setting contributed 
heavily much like the darkness 
used by many directors in classic 
noir films 



Overall, the Coen brothers elaborated 
and developed a modern noir which 
advanced the ideas set by classic noir 
directors.



Review from The Guardian on Fargo’s 25th

Anniversary

• Now rereleased for its 25th anniversary, Ethan and Joel 
Coen’s perfectly flavoured comedy-thriller Fargo has 
become an established classic noir. Or maybe noir-blanc,…

The original film now looks better than ever.



It is the piercing whiteness of the 
snow that is Fargo’s design motif 
and moral universe. The people 
thereabouts may be warm but the 
weather is deathly cold and 
forbidding, with that vast 
featureless landscape eerily 
disclosed in various overhead 
shots.



The snow can reveal the 
wrongdoer… but it also 
covers up the crime…

Snow is associated with 
virginal innocence, but 
the snow of Fargo is 
drenched with guilt.



•BEFORE
•THE
•MOVIE



AFTER THE MOVIE



The Coen Brothers’ Sense of Humor



• SEVEN THINGS 
YOU DIDN’T KNOW 
ABOUT

•

• FARGO!



1) The Snow











2) The Couple in the Car



Jay Todd Anderson

•Story Board Artist for Fargo, The Big Lebowski 
and Oh Brother, Where are thou?



Closing Credits

T

http://www.maniadb.com/album/180370?o=l&s=3


4) Car 
Salesman





5) Frances McDormand’s Pregnancy Girdle



6) The Actress Kristin Rudrud



•7) The Film Editor, Roderick 
James, was nominated for an 
Academy Award but…



•Roderick James doesn’t exist. 
There is no “Roderick James”! 

•So who then was the real Film 
Editor?



Joel and Ethan Coen



BONUS INFO!

What state are the Coen Brothers from?



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

http://www.flickr.com/photos/anthonylibrarian/7580308116/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Frances McDormand’s Hair



•And now for a little Ice Fishing 
story…



Finally…

•Tonight as you go to sleep, 
something to think about as you 
drift off so that you can have some 
pleasant dreams…or maybe not!




